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Abstract 
 
   The analysis of log data can be extremely difficult 
for an administrator due to a large volume of log data 
with various formats from a number of different 
sources. It is also impossible to get a more precise 
view of the network security without aggregating and 
correlating log data generated by different defending 
systems and tools. The paper described is to establish 
an intermediate and platform-independent 
representation to which all security log data can be 
normalized to. The work presented here is only a part 
of an ongoing project that aims at detecting intrusions 
by utilizing data-mining techniques. 
 
   In this paper, the log format normalized is proposed 
and implemented in XML format. This XML log 
format is not only flexible, extensible and 
heterogeneous; it also satisfies the other 
requirements, such as being convenient and easy to 
share, transfer, and store among different computer 
systems. It is anticipated that the XML log format 
will facilitate further research work in intrusion 
detection.    
 
Keywords: intrusion detection, log analysis, log 
normalization  
 
1. Introduction 
 
   An audit trail (log) is a file that contains a set of 
records of computer events where a computer event is 
any action that happens on a computer system (e.g., 
logging on, executing a program, and opening a file) 
[1]. A computer system may have more than one 
audit trail with each trail indicating a particular type 
of activity. The importance of auditing (the analysis 
of log records) is well-known, such as, detecting 
possible security violations, tracing back to the 
individual responsible for a suspicious activity, and 
so on [2]. However, the format of each audit trail is 
usually specific to the system.  
 
     In order to prevent intrusions coming from inside 
and/or outside a system, layers of defense 

mechanisms including firewalls, routers, intrusion 
detection systems, and so on are installed in many 
organizations. Each of them generates its own log 
data and each log shows only a local view of 
activities at any moment. What is presented in each 
log file is typically in its own unique format and 
context as defined by that defense system’s designers. 
Perhaps even more daunting is the quantity of data 
generated by all the different logging systems. 
Without aggregating and processing the multiple 
source log data, it is impossible to get a good and 
more precise view of the overall picture.  
 
  There are some access log files [7] which are 
accepted as standards. However, unless transformed 
into an immediate format, all of these log formats, 
standard and non-standard formats, can not integrate 
one another. Sharing information among computer 
systems is still out of the question. It is a time-
consuming procedure to uniform some log formats 
(e.g., Intrusion Detection System (IDS) uniform log 
format) because vendors prefer to keep their own 
proprietary formats, and on the other hand, there is no 
international standard for log field naming system.  
 
   Administrators are overwhelmed when going 
through this voluminous log data. Inspecting and 
retrieving information of interest from these log data 
is a tedious and error-prone job for them. The 
complexity and incompatibility cause correlation of 
some anomalous events to be impossible.  At the 
same time, most of logs are stored locally on every 
host, although you can upload logs remotely by some 
tools [6, 9, 10].  Managing audit logs is a non-trivial 
task because it usually requires ongoing maintenance. 
Log data will become useless if they are rarely 
consulted, and they could be deleted before 
consultation.   
 
   The above comments lead to considering the 
feasibility of archiving raw log data at a centralized 
location, and convert all the different logs from 
various original formats to an intermediate 
representation. By sending log data to a secure sever 
for storing, the storage load on individual hosts is 
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reduced and sensitive audit data is better protected. 
Of equal importance is that distributing these log data 
in this intermediate and platform-independent log 
format makes it possible to share critical information 
among different systems. This will pave the way for 
other research areas, especially in detecting intrusions 
and analysis. It will also make the log data more 
sense and effective by utilizing data-mining 
techniques.  
  
   Being a meta-language, the XML (EXtensible 
Markup Language) [4] is chosen to represent the 
desired intermediate format. It meets the expected log 
format features of heterogeneous, transportability, 
and flexibility proposed by Bishop [3]. It also offers 
other advantages, such as sharing and transferring log 
information among different applications and/or 
systems without any need for kernel or system 
modifications, storing data in files or in database 
directly for further operations, and so forth. Overall, 
XML is the best choice for representing our desired 
intermediate format.  
 
   The system that is used to implement transforming 
XML log data is installed on the Tomcat Apache 
server, and the result demonstrates the possibility of 
sharing and transferring log data among the computer 
systems.  It has the capability to build the base for 
correlating events among the systems.  
 
  The work finished and presented here is only a part 
of an ongoing project. The project is aiming at 
combining this log format with data mining technique 
to detect suspicious patterns and data reduction 
technique to compress log data with similar patterns.  
 
   The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
previous research and methods are reviewed in Part 2. 
Part 3 is the description of assumptions and 
environment requirements. Part 4 presents the design 
features and the results of examples. Part 5 contains 
the discussions. Conclusion and future work is 
outlined in the last section. 
 
2. Research Review 
 
    This review discusses standardization of log 
formats and methods or tools for uploading, 
analyzing, browsing, and presenting audit data. Their 
disadvantages and advantages for problem solving 
are analyzed.  
  

In the standard log format proposed by Bishop [3],  
each log record is composed of different fields and  
each field is separated by a field separator “#”. Each 
field consists of an attribute and an attribute value, 

which is connected by “=”. Each log record starts 
with symbol “#S#” and ends by “#E#”. The 
advantages of this format are extensible, because 
names and the number of fields in a log record are not 
fixed; and portable because logs are processed 
independent of the system. This format also satisfies 
three kinds of characteristics: heterogeneity, 
transportability, and flexibility. It is still difficult for 
this standard format to share log data without 
providing an intermediate representation. The method 
that marks each field or each record by a designated 
sign, for example, “#”, will simplify the 
normalization process. 
   For the common access log file standards [7], their 
standard formats simplify the transformation process, 
because processing the corresponding log data is 
standardized as “class” provided in java 
programming language [5]. 
 
   It is also important how to represent log 
information in a format. A clear and understandable 
representation will make the results more functional 
for the later analysis and use. In the Bishop’s book 
[2], six basic audit browsing tools are summarized: 
 
• Text display: the textual display of the log data 
can not indicate any relationships among events, 
entries, and entities.  
• Hypertext display: the set of hypertext 
documents with associated log entries linked by 
hypertext constructs can not give the whole view that 
is clear and easy to understand. 
• Rational database browsing: the logs are 
required to be stored is a rational database. The 
expenses caused by the database must be considered 
in any analysis of system cost.  
• Replay: the log events of interest are displayed in 
temporal order.  
• Graphing: the visual representation of the 
contents of logs gives the associations among entities. 
• Slicing: a minimum set of log events and objects 
is represented by a given object. This method still 
presents a local view of the event. 
 
   All of the above methods replay what is recoded 
and present a view of log data from a log file. By 
storing log data in XML-format directly in database, 
representing the visual relationship between the root 
and entities in a tree, utilizing XML [4] to extract 
interesting log information, and so on, all of these 
methods can be combined and implemented at the 
same time so that they will complement one another.   
 
   There are a lot of log analyzers: they are either on 
the market or are freeware on the Internet. They are 
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helpful in traffic analysis by generating statistical 
reports for users. However, they are specific to some 
log formats analysis and they must be installed on the 
local hosts. If the local system is crashed, there are no 
back-up logs. Reporting log files to one central place 
for back-up can lower the risks that no evidence can 
be available to trace any security issue back to its 
source.  
 
    There are also some tools that help administrators 
to upload log messages to another host [6, 9, 10]. In a 
configured environment, it is possible to manipulate 
log messages and upload them. By ensuring the 
integrity of log file and its data submitted on the 
client administrator, malicious log messages may be 
detected. This is because the malicious log data may 
not match the required format stored in the server or 
may look unreasonable. 
 
    XML [4] is already accepted and widely applied as 
the language for representing and exchanging 
information on the Internet. For example, it is used to 
represent alert message generated by different 
intrusion detection systems [11].  
 
3. Assumptions and Environment Requirements  
 
   In this section, the architecture of the system and 
the requirements for the personnel and physical 
environment are assumed so that minimum protection 
is established. The requirements for original log 
format that can be processed and programming 
environment are also described. 
 
   It is required that there be a central server 
responsible for generating the desired XML log 
format. In order to be safe, the server should be 
dedicated to receiving the logs submitted by client 
administrators, verifying, transforming them into the 
XML format, and then storing them for further 
processing. With this arrangement the server will be 
running the least possible number of services. Also 
necessary is that the server and that the 
communication channel be as secure as possible. 
Actual storage capacity will need to be proportionate 
to the size of logs to be processed and stored. The 
amount of storage required will depend on several 

factors, such as the amount of audit trail records that 
are collected, the rate at which the information is 
archived and deleted, etc. Adequate storage and 
processing capability will help to ensure that the 
server will not crash. Figure1 shows the architecture 
that is used to generate the required XML-log format. 
 
   Uploading log files to the server can be carried out 
automatically or manually. Transferring log files to 
the central server can be in batch mode or real-time 
mode. Without verification of integrity, log files 
submitted are not permitted to be stored or 
transformed on the server. In this central architecture, 
a secure environment with the capability to back-up 
logs safely must be present. 
 
  After being identified and authenticated by the 
server, the client administrator will need to abide by 
all system rules and provide the trusted information. 
The information will be verified on the server in 
order to keep the integrity of the information reported 
and the log data submitted. This precaution makes 
certain that all data accurately reflects system states 
needed to assess possible security problems.  
   Log files are usually stored in either binary or 
ASCII textual format. The binary audit trail stores 
raw information, such as user-id, group-id and IP 
addresses. They will be very useful to identify the 
correct user or host if the user-id(s) or IP addresses 
are used later for different names. In this context, it is 
assumed that the log files, including their header 
information, are in readable ASCII format. 
 
   With respect to terms used to describe the parts of a 
log record, in this paper, one log record is composed 
of many fields and each field has its value. “Field 
name”, “field data type” and “field data format” 
characterize one entity in one log record. “Attribute 
(s)” and “attribute value” are used to describe one 
element in a produced XML format. 
 
  The system implemented in the paper is written in 
JAVA (jdk1.4) [5] and runs on the Tomcat Apache 
server (version 5.0) [12]. The results stored in a XML 
file on the serve can be transferred by a secure 
method, such as SFTP, to other servers for further 
analysis. 
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Figure1. Architecture of Generating the Required XML-Format                                         
                                                                                                                                                                              
4. Design Features 
 
   In Figure 1, the client administrator must provide 
“metadata”. The information in the metadata is used 
to maintain log file integrity and to facilitate the 
process of transforming the submitted log data, 
sharing and transferring of created XML log file 
among systems. After listing the necessary 
information that should be included in the metadata, 
the processing and design features are presented in 
this section.  
 
  There are two types of information contained in the 
metadata. These are: 
 
(1) The descriptive information that a client 
administrator(s) provides. 
 
   This information describes the environment 
configurations surrounding the log file that will be 
submitted. For example, (a) name and version of the 
operating system, (b) type of the log file (e.g., 
firewall, IDS, router and so on), (c) name and version 
of the product (e.g., Cisco firewall, version 6.0), (d) 
organization identifier, (e) IP address that produced 
the log file, (f) sending time, and so on. After 
verification, this information will be in XML-format 
embedded in front of the log data that the server will 
transform into the corresponding XML format.  
 
 

(2) Log header information in front of a log file. 
 
   This data will also be examined, transformed into 
the XML format (if they are in readable ASCII 
format), and be located in front of the created XML 
file.  
 
   Based on information included in the metadata, the 
server will decide whether the submitted log format 
needs a manual pre-processing procedure. If the log 
format explanation is already stored in the server, 
then the XML-format for the submitted log files will 
be generated automatically and stored on the server. 
Only the log data with a rigid format can be 
processed automatically. For example, the NCSA 
Common log file, or Microsoft IIS log file format 
have rigid formats that can be processed 
automatically. These formats have the following 
characteristics: (a) each field is non-customized by 
administrators, (b) each field and every record are 
well-marked by a defined symbol, (c) field data 
corresponds to each field, (d) field separator and 
record separator can not reappear in the log data, and 
(e) it is unitary level. If the value in a field is empty, 
it is represented by a fixed symbol, such as a hyphen. 
By matching the format stored previously on the 
server, this kind of ASCII log format is easier to read.  
Figure 2 is an example of a log record in a Microsoft 
IIS log file. 
 

#Software: Microsoft Internet Information Services 5.0 
#Version: 1.0 
#Date: 2003-08-13 07:42:58 
#Fields: date time c-ip cs-username s-ip s-port cs-method cs-uri-stem cs-uri-query sc-status cs(User-Agent)  
2003-08-13 07:42:58 61.133.121.164 - 211.64.175.224 80 GET /ibc.qdu.edu.cnNew/default.asp - 302 
Mozilla/4.0+(compatible;+MSIE+5.5;+Windows+98;+Win+9x+4.90;+i-Nav+3.0.1.0F) 
 

 Figure2. An Example of a Log Record in a Microsoft IIS log Format 
  

FTP (secure) 

Client(s) 
Server 

Verify 
Transform 

 
Store 

Transferred File 

Log File 

Meta-data 

Database 
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Most of logs are customized which allows 
administrators to choose the format, the fields in a log 
record to decide what kinds of data are going to be 
logged. They must be previewed by server 
administrators and go through the pre-processed 
procedure manually as described below 4.1. 
 
4.1 Pre-processing Log Format 
 
   Log data that need pre-processed are classified into 
the following three cases. 
 
Case1. Customized and Strict Log Format 
          
   Customized fields are produced by client 
administrators who can select which fields to log data 
and   dictate the   format of log data.  Reasons   for 
customizing format can be for the purpose of 
reducing the size of a log file, or for limiting 

unneeded properties. Obviously, there may be other 
reasons for customization. The log data can be 
displayed in decimal, octal, or hex, and so forth. As 
an example, BSM [13] and W3C Extended Log 
Format are often customized by administrators. With 
these two, strict format is characterized by a clear 
record separator and a field separator that both do not 
reappear in the field value. A server administrator 
must view a log file, and select the fields that 
appeared in the log data before performing 
transformation. 
   
   Even though a log file has multiple levels where a 
field contains some sub-fields, it still can belong to 
this category if its format satisfies the above 
conditions. For example, Figure 3 is an example of a 
Basic Security Module (BSM) BMS (SunOS) audit 
record.  
  

 
header,122,2,fcntl(2),,Thu Aug 10 22:01:21 2000, + 990004000 msec\par 
argument,2,0x1,cmd\par 
subject,root,root,other,root,other,194,191,0 0 log1\par 
return,success,0\par 

Figure3. An Example of one BSM Audit Record 
 

Case2: Non-strict Log Format 
    
    The characteristics of the log format in this 
category lacks of a clear field separator and/or a 
record separator. Figure 4 is an example of two 
records in a Linux firewall log file, where a field 
separator, here a space appears in the field as a blank 
space, such as between “Jan” and “24”. The colon ‘:’ 
used in timestamp (06:42:30) is also applied as a field 
separator between source address and a source port 
(192.168.0.1:1900). Human intervention is needed to  
differentiate between whether a space is a blank or a 
field separator. A manual operation is to mark each 

field or each record clearly with a symbol, rather than 
a colon and a space. We choose ‘,’ as a field 
separator, because space, ‘:’, ‘=’, and ‘#’ have 
already appeared in the fields and they can not be 
used as separators. The colon between an address and 
a port is also omitted in order not to create confusion 
in processing. The original field separator space can 
still be left after pre-processing. Figure5 is the result 
pre-processed manually.  

 
Jan 24 06:42:30 hassel kernel: Packet log: input DENY eth0 PROTO=17 192.168.0.1:1900 239.255.255.250: 
1900 L=340 S=0x00 I=24382 F=0x0000 T=127 (#7) 
Jan 24 06:42:50 hassel kernel: Packet log: input DENY eth0 PROTO=17 192.168.0.1:1900 239.255.255.250: 
1900 L=280 S=0x00 I=24383 F=0x0000 T=127 (#7) 

Figure4. An Example of Two Linux Log Records 
 
Jan 24, 06:42:30, hassel kernel=, Packet log=, input, DENY, eth0, PROTO=17, 192.168.0.1, 1900, 239.255.255.250,  
1900, L=340, S=0x00, I=24382, F=0x0000, T=127, (#7) 
Jan 24, 06:42:50, hassel kernel=, Packet log=, input, DENY, eth0, PROTO=17, 192.168.0.1, 1900, 239.255.255.250,  
1900, L=280, S=0x00, I=24383, F=0x0000, T=127, (#7) 

Figure5. An Example of two Pre-processed Log Records 
 
Case3: Unknown Log Format  
 
   A client administrator may not know which systems 
generated a set of log files, or maybe he does not 

want to know as the information is considered non-
essential. To make these records usable, a server 
administrator must analyze the records, and name 
each field. In some cases, it may be necessary to 
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further process the records if they are in a non-strict 
format. 
 
   After the pre-processed operation, the serve 
administrator   must decide   whether   this    format 
explanation has already stored in the server 
previously. Suppose that the above Linux  log  format  
 
explanation has not saved on the server, the server 
administrator must name and describe each field in a 
log record, including field name, field data type, and 
field data format, and so on. The field separator and 

record separator for this log file should also be 
provided. The visual hierarchical representation 
among the fields in a log file is shown on the left tree 
in the Figure 6. 
 
4.2 XML Log Format 
 
    The aim of processing is not to simply transform a 
log file into an XML format. The resulted XML 
format should make it easier to share log data and 
simplify any additional processing of data.  

 

 
Figure6. A Representation of Fields in a Linux Log File 

 
    As is well-known, log formats are varied. Even the 
same data can be represented by different type and 
format, such as date, time and an IP address. An IP 
address could be an asynchronous transfer mode 
network address, an electronic mail address (RFC 
822), a Lotus Notes e-mail address, a media access 
control (MAC) address, an IBM shard network 
architecture (SNA) address, an IBM VM (“PROFS”) 
e-mail address, an IPv4 host address in hexadecimal 
notation, an IPv4 host address in dotted-decimal 
notation, an IPv6 host address, an IPv6 host address 
in hexadecimal notation, and so on. The address 

could also be unknown. Because of these differences 
it is not possible to simply use the common “data  
type” to describe them, like “port-number” field 
whose data type is always “integer”. 
 

Therefore, each field in a log file needs to be 
described by four values: (1) field name (e.g. source-
address), (2) its data type (e.g., IPv4), (3) its data 
format (e.g., xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx), and (4) its 
description. The “description” can be used to provide 
additional information. All of these four values will 
become the attribute and attribute value 
corresponding to an element in the created XML 
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format. Figure 7 is an example of the format of a 
XML element. 

 
<field description=“” format=“xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” 
name= “source-address” type= “IPv4”> 
120.220.22.22 </field> 

 
Figure7. An Example of a XML Element 

 
By describing each log data in a log file in these four 
attributes which are “description”, “format”, “type”, 
and “name”, different data representations can be 
concerted, and it is then possible to share log data. 
There are some “virtual fields” that are used to solve 
the two cases: (i) some data fields do not carry data 
(e.g., “hassle kernel” in Figure 7), and (ii) some data 
fields have sub-fields (e.g., the tokens in a BSM audit 
trail).   
 
4.3 Results of Experimental Data 
 
    In this section, the results in the above examples 
are shown after making an analysis. 
 

(1) Linux firewall log (Figure 4) 
 

The log data must go through pre-processing 
manually, because the field separator reappears in the 
field data. The comma ‘,’ is used to mark the field. 
The colon ‘:’ must be either replaced by other 
symbols or omitted, because it is used to indicate the 
timestamp and the field separator between address 
and port number. The original field separator space 
shown in Figure 4 can still be retained.  
 
     The functions of virtual fields are used to contain 
sub-fields” existing in the record.  For example, 
“packet-length” is used as a “real” field name for 
describing the field value “352”, “L=” is used as a 
“virtual” field name without carrying any data. 
 
    For the clarity, the resulting XML files are 
illustrated in Figure 8 below which contains two 
XML files. One is XML format file for the “field” 
declaration, the other is an XML log data file. (In 
practice, the first one is always embedded in front of 
the second XML file). 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes" ?>  
- <Root ID="0" Name="LogFiles"> 
- <LogFile Description="Linux log test" FieldSplitLetter=",;=" FileName="Linux-test" ID="1" Name="Linux-
Firewall" RecordSplitLetter="\n" UserOwn="user1"> 
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="MM DD" ID="2" Name="Date" Type="Date" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="hh:mm:ss" ID="3" Name="Time" Type="Time" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="4" Name="hassel kernel" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="5" Name="Kernel-name" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="6" Name="Packet log" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="7" Name="Packet-log" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="8" Name="Packet-direction" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="9" Name="Packet-action" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="10" Name="Interface" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="PROTO=" ID="11" Name="PROTO" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="12" Name="Protocol" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" ID="13" Name="Source-address" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="14" Name="Source-port" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" ID="15" Name="Destination-address" 
Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="16" Name="Destination-port" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="17" Name="L" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="18" Name="Packet-length" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="19" Name="S" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="20" Name="TCP-flag-S" Type="Hex" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="21" Name="I" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="22" Name="TCP-flag-I" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="23" Name="F" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="24" Name="TCP-flag-F" Type="Hex" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="25" Name="T" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="26" Name="TTL" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="27" Name="(#7)" Type="" />  
  </LogFile> 
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  </Root> 
  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes" ?>  
- <Root Description="" SubmitedDateTime="1 Feb 2004 12:07:29 GMT" SubmitedUser="user1"> 
- <record> 
  <Field Description="" Format="MM DD" Name="Date" Type="Date">Jan 24</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="hh:mm:ss" Name="Time" Type="Time">06:42:30</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="hassel kernel" Type="">hassel kernel</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Kernel-name" Type="" />  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Packet log" Type="">Packet log</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Packet-log" Type="String" />  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Packet-direction" Type="String">input</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Packet-action" Type="String">DENY</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Interface" Type="String">eth0</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="PROTO" Type="PROTO=">PROTO</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Protocol" Type="Int">17</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" Name="Source-address" Type="">192.168.0.1</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Source-port" Type="Int">1900</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx" Name="Destination-address" 
Type="">239.255.255.250</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Destination-port" Type="Int">1900</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="L" Type="">L</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Packet-length" Type="Int">340</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="S" Type="">S</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="TCP-flag-S" Type="Hex">0x00</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="I" Type="">I</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="TCP-flag-I" Type="Int">24382</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="F" Type="">F</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="TCP-flag-F" Type="Hex">0x0000</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="T" Type="">T</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="TTL" Type="Int">127</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="(#7)" Type="">(#7)</Field>  
  </record> 
  </Root> 

Figure8. Resulting XML File for Linux Logs 
                                      
(2) BSM audit trail (Figure 3) 
 
     By setting up “virtual” fields which do not contain 
the corresponding data, the log format with multiple 
levels can be represented by XML format. In Figure 
3, “header”, “attribute”, “subject”, and “return” are 
tokens in the audit trail. All of the tokens are defined  
as “virtual” fields. By indicating that they are not  

“data fields”, it is possible to manage the multiple 
levels of the log format. Figure 9 is the resulting of 
BSM audit trail in XML format. Due to the space 
constraint, the XML-format of the second record is 
omitted. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes" ?>  
- <Root ID="0" Name="LogFiles"> 
- <LogFile Description="BSM log test." FieldSplitLetter="," FileName="BSM-test" ID="1" Name="BSM" 
RecordSplitLetter="\n" UserOwn="user1"> 
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="2" Name="Header" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="3" Name="Record_length" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="4" Name="Audit_record_version" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="5" Name="Event_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="6" Name="Event_ID_Modifier" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="7" Name="Timesdatestamp" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="msec" Format="" ID="8" Name="Time-extension" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="9" Name="Argument" Type="" />  
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  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="10" Name="Argument_ID" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="11" Name="Argument_value" Type="Hex" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="12" Name="Argument_text" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="13" Name="Subject" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="14" Name="User_audit_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="15" Name="Effective_user_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="16" Name="Effective_group_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="17" Name="Real_user_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="18" Name="Real_group_ID" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="19" Name="Process_ID" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="20" Name="Session_ID" Type="Int" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="device_ID+machine_ID" Format="" ID="21" Name="Terminal_ID" 
Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="no" Description="" Format="" ID="22" Name="Return" Type="" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="23" Name="Return_error_status" Type="String" />  
  <Field DataField="yes" Description="" Format="" ID="24" Name="Return_value" Type="Int" />  
  </LogFile> 
  </Root> 
  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" standalone="yes" ?>  
- <Root Description="" SubmitedDateTime="1 Feb 2004 10:37:15 GMT" SubmitedUser="user1"> 
- <record> 
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Header" Type="">header</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Record_length" Type="Int">122</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Audit_record_version" Type="Int">2</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Event_ID" Type="String">fcntl(2)</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Event_ID_Modifier" Type="" />  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Timesdatestamp" Type="">Thu Aug 10 22:01:21 2000</Field>  
  <Field Description="msec" Format="" Name="Time-extension" Type="">+ 990004000 msec\par</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Argument" Type="">argument</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Argument_ID" Type="Int">2</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Argument_value" Type="Hex">0x1</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Argument_text" Type="String">cmd\par</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Subject" Type="">subject</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="User_audit_ID" Type="String">root</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Effective_user_ID" Type="String">root</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Effective_group_ID" Type="String">other</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Real_user_ID" Type="String">root</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Real_group_ID" Type="String">other</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Process_ID" Type="Int">194</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Session_ID" Type="Int">191</Field>  
  <Field Description="device_ID+machine_ID" Format="" Name="Terminal_ID" Type="">0 0 log1\par</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Return" Type="">return</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Return_error_status" Type="String">success</Field>  
  <Field Description="" Format="" Name="Return_value" Type="Int">0\par</Field>  
  </record> 
  </Root> 

Figure9. BSM Audit Trail in XML Format 
 
5. Discussions  
 
    The drawbacks and limitations are discussed in this 
section. 
(1) Error-prone, unreliable, and time-consuming 
manual operation 
        

    Most of log files are customized and must go 
through the pre-processing manually; this task is 
obviously time-consuming, error-prone and 
unreliable.  
 
(2) Conversion Rules 
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   Normalization in this context is realized by 
describing each field in a log file in the four 
previously-mentioned attributes in the generated 
XML format. These are “description”, “format”, 
“name”, and “type”. As mentioned previously, the 
attribute value of the attribute “name” corresponds to 
the original “field name” in a log file. The field name 
is defined by different systems. In different systems, 
the same field name can have different acronyms, 
such as “cs-client”, “user-ip”, “src-ip”, and so forth. 
The present output is kept the original representation 
in a log file. In order to create more functions, the 
names need to be concerted. However, there is no 
international standard for the acronyms in a log file. 
Defining a set of “field names” will lead to another 
“non-standard” name system. In any case, it is 
necessary to have some conversions in the system 
because the correlation rule will be based on them.    
 
(3)  Limitations  
       
   Log data in binary format in not processed in the 
system. Considering that the resulted XML log data 
can be stored directly into the database and integrated 
with the database log data, the format of database 
audit trails are also out of the scope of the context.  
The log data is also required to be reduced.  
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
     
     The proposed XML log format and its 
implementation method show that it is possible to 
share log data coming from the different sources and 
transfer them among the various computer systems. 
This will not only improve the overall network 
security, but also make log data more effective, and 
pave the road for future research area.  
   The future work is to build a set of “correlation 
rules and algorithms” to combine system calls by 

utilizing data-mining technique,  in order to detect 
suspicious patterns and data reduction technique to 
compress similar log patterns.  
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